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VIRGINIA'S CAPITOL PRESS CORPS
by John T. Whelan
Mr. Whelan is an assistant professor ofpolitical science
at the University of Richmond.

Much has been written about new
patterns in Virginia politics. Change~ in. t~e
state's legislative, executive, and JudIcIal
institutions have drawn their share of
commentary, and even more has been
written about changes in the electoral
process. Little attention, howeve~, has bee.n
devoted to the Virginia news medIa and theIr
role in monitoring and reporting the activities of state government, which now spends
more than $11.5 billion in a biennium and
employs more than 90,000 people. Public
knowledge and understanding of developments in state government heavily depend on
the extent and quality of the treatment given
to state politics and issues by the news media.
It is important, therefore, to examine the
nature of media coverage of state government in order to assess how well the public is
being informed about events at the state
capitol.
This news letter focuses on Virginia's
capitol press corps in Richmond. Specifically, it examines the size and composition of
the corps as it existed in 1979; the special role
of the Richmond newspapers, particularly
the Richmond Times-Dispatch, in the state
news system; the news priorities underlying
state government coverage; and, finally, the
changing relationship between the press and
state officials. This article is part of a larger
study of the Virginia news media and relies
heavily on interviews with news media
figures and state officials. Unless otherwise
indicated, the quotations cited in the article
are from interviews and discussions held
between June 1978 and December 1980;
regrettably, space does not permit mention
of all the respondents who so kindly shared
their knowledge and judgment.
Research for this article was supported in part by a
research grant from the Universtiy of Richmond Faculty
Research Committee.

COMPOSITION OF THE CAPITOL
PRESS CORPS

Basically, four types of news organizations are represented in the capitol press
corps: newspapers, television stations, radi.o
stations, and wire services. The press corps IS
at its strongest when the General Assembly is
in session, nearly tripling in size (to sixtyfour, in the 1979 session). Besides the regular
press corps, news personnel from around the
state come in and out of the capitol on shortterm assignments; in addition, reporters
from the Richmond-area news organizations, particularly the newspapers, work
news beats that frequently overlap into state
government business. By comparison with
those in some states, Virginia's capitol press
corps today is a large one. It is also large
when compared with that of the pre-World
War II era, when only the wire services of the
Associated Press and United Press International, Richmond's radio station WRVA,
and newspapers from Richmond, Roanoke,
Norfolk, and Washington had reporters
assigned to the legislative session.
Newspapers. Whether the General Assembly is in session or not, the newspaper
contingent is the largest p(}.rt of the capitol
press corps. The newspaper corps can be
divided into three groups: the major
metropolitan-area dailies, the small dailies,
and the weeklies. The major dailies, with the
bulk of the newspaper corps and the
circulation, clearly are the most important
group. With the capitol in their backyard,
the Richmond newspapers cover state
government like a local story, and this is
reflected in their staffing. The Richmond
Times- Dispatch assigned five reporters and
the Richmond News Leader, four reporters,
to cover the 1979 legislative session, with the
two papers sharing a photographer. No
other newspaper had more than two reporters regularly assigned, and many had one.
The Richmond newspapers' strength was
even more evident during the interim period,

when their reporters comprised 64 percent
(nine of fourteen) of the newspaper corps,
with numerous other of their reporters
working news beats that overlapped into
state government business. The Richmo~d,
Washington, Norfolk, and Roanoke dally
papers have been covering the sessions since
before World War II, and the Newport News
dailies started their coverage in 1963.
Although the stress is on coverage of the
legislative session, all of the major dailies
except the Washington Star and the Newport News papers have reporters stationed at
the capitol on a year-round basis.
The 1979 decision by the Washington
Star to close its year-round bureau after
only 1 1/2 years reflects the low priority
that Washington media assign state news,
although there has been some improvement
in recent years as both of the Washington
papers have adopted format changes, aimed
at the growing and competitive suburban
markets. Besides competing with each other,
the Washington papers face compe ition
from suburban weeklies. Thus, for their
Virginia readers, the Washington Post has
added "The Virginia Weekly" section to its
Thursday papers, and the Washington Star
publishes daily two zoned editions, one for
Alexandria and Arlington, the other for
Fairfax, Loudoun, and Prince William.
While the format changes have opened up
additional space for Virginia state news,
both papers still are oriented mainly toward
happenings in the national capital area. The
Post, for example, with the largest circulation in Virginia of any newspaper, has only
one reporter in Richmond between legislative sessions. According to comments made
by Bill McAllister, the Post's Virginia news
editor, at the December 1979 Conference of
Virginia Political Scientists, the basic difficulty is that Virginia news is at a disadvantage in competing for space with international and national events, or even with the
controversial happenings in Maryland.
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Since the Richmond newspapers provide
the most comprehensive coverage and are so
readily available, these papers, especially the
Richmond Times-Dispatch, play a special
communication role for the state capitol
community, somewhat akin to the role that
the New York Times and the Washington
Post play in the national capital. Of the two
Richmond newspapers, clearly the stronger
news organization is that of the Richmond
Times-Dispatch, which bills itself as "Virginia's State Newspaper." As a morning paper
with later news deadlines, a larger state staff,
and a Sunday edition, the Richmond TimesDispatch has some definite advantages over
the Richmond News Leader in covering state
government. Furthermore, it has had one of
the key reporters in the capitol news system,
James Latimer. Paul Edwards, formerly a
press aide to Governor Dalton and a state
capitol reporter for the Washington Post,
explained that while the governor is exposed, through the governor's news summary, to news sources from around the state,
"he personally reads the Richmond TimesDispatch and the News Leader." Also,
Edwards considered the Richmond TimesDispatch to be more important in its news
coverage because of its comprehensiveness
and morning paper status. Available at the
beginning of the work day, the paper gets the
first chance to report state news to the
governor and, for that matter, to the other
members of the state capitol communityi.e., legislators (particularly when the Assembly is in session), executive branch
figures, lobbyists, and the press corps itself.
In the last decade, a number of the state's
small daily and weekly newspapers have
begun covering the General Assembly
sessions. Seven small daily newspapers were
represented during the 1979 session; of that
group, the Fredericksburg Free Lance-Star
has had the longest continuous presence,
having started its coverage in 1971. Since
1978 the Aruendel-owned weeklies have
assigned to the capitol a reporter who serves
their Loudoun, Fauquier, and Reston
papers. In addition, weekly newspapers
located in Woodstock and Luray and owned
by the Byrd family received coverage from
the reporter who covered the sessions for
Byrd-owned dailies in Winchester and Harrisonburg.
Television. The most dramatic development in the capitol press corps over the past
two decades has occurred in the realm of
television. A visitor to the capitol while the
Assembly is in session might overlook the
number of print journalists at work, but even
the casual visitor would be hard pressed to
miss the television news personnel with their
cameras, lights, and related equipment.
The Richmond television stations, like
their newspaper counterparts, cover state
government more extensively than do
stations elsewhere in the state. The Richmond stations provided the state's initial
television coverage of the General Assembly
sessions starting in the mid-1950s, with
channel 12, then WRVA-TV, being the first
station. l In 1979, all three commercial
stations assigned reporters to cover the
legislative session, and two of them assigned
reporters to cover state government news all
year. As far as other state markets are
I
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concerned, General Assembly sessions were
covered in 1979 by two Norfolk stations, one
of them since the mid-1960s, and by two
Roanoke stations, one of them since 1958.
The latter station also maintains year-round
coverage. Regardless of their leadership in
coverage, the Richmond, Norfolk, and
Roanoke stations tend to be viewed within
the industry as "stepping stones" to better
paying, more prestigious positions. Thus,
the televi.sion corps experiences considerable
turnover, which detracts from the quality of
its coverage.
Despite considerable growth in the television corps, however, the youngest medium
still has an incomplete presence. A number
of televison stations around the state assign
no reporters principally to cover state
government news, even during the legislative
session. The state's second largest television
viewing market, the growing Hampton
Roads area, has been represented regularly
by area stations only during the Assembly
sessions. But the most important absentee is
Washington, D.C., which includes northern
Virginia, the state's largest television viewing
market. The Washington television stations,
even more so than their newspaper counterparts, place a very low priority on state
capitol coverage. Occasionally, a D.C.
station will send a crew to cover a gubernatorial press conference, the opening or
closing of a General Assembly session, or
some other event of particular importance to
northern Virginia; but, as a rule, Virginia
government news is not a high priority.
Public television has been covering the
General Assembly for the last decade and in
recent years has accorded the most extensive
television coverage in the state to the
proceedings. Under a joint arrangement in
1979, educational television stations in
Richmond, northern Virginia, Roanoke,
Norfolk, and Staunton shared programming
produced by a ten-person crew. Lengthy
specials on the opening and closing of the
Assembly, a nightly half-hour "legislative
day in review" show, and coverage of
selected committee and floor proceedings
were included in the programming. Northern Virginia's public television station,
WNVT, devoted considerable time to the
General Assembly sessions. During the
session, at least, the region's interested
public had a viewing option for state
government news.
Radio. The older electronic news medium,
radio, continues to provide coverage of state
government. A Richmond radio station,
WRVA, first began covering the capitol in
1925 and still provides year-round coverage. 2 Only one other radio station in the
state, station WINA in Charlottesville,
provides year-round state capitol coverage.
The most significant new radio departure is
the "Virginia Network," started in 1977 by
Charlottesville's WINA station. By the 1979
session, forty-four radio stations around the
state subscribed to the service, which
features legislative reports by WINA's
capitol correspondent, George Bowles.
Wire Services. Two primary sources of
state government news for many of Virginia's television and· radio stations, as well as
for the smaller newspapers, are the wire
services of the Associated Press (AP) and
2
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United Press International (UPI). For
example, Robert Gallimore, AP bureau \,
chief for Virginia, observed that his organization in 1980 served 69 percent of the
Virginia radio stations, eleven of the twelve
commercial television stations, and twentyfive of the thirty-four daily newspapers.
While the UPI is a commercial enterprise
owned by Scripps-Howard, the AP is a
cooperative, nonprofit organization owned
by the member newspapers, radio stations,
and television stations. r'Iot only does the AP
gather news for its members, but also it
shares stories gathered by its member news
organizations-an arrangement that, where
news of state government is concerned,
traditionally has given the Richmond newspapers an impact beyond their circulation
area. However, the AP's dependency on the
Richmond newspapers, due to its O'Nn small
staff, has now been lessened somewhat as
other state news organizations have increased their state capitol presence. Also,
within the last few years, according to
Gallimore, the use of computers has improved the AP's capability of sharing state
stories done by other members.
While the two wire services playa major
role in gathering and disseminating state
news, their staffing complements are small.
The Associated Press, the oldest and
strongest wire service in the state, usually
staffed the General Assembly sessions with
three reporters-essentially the number it
has committed since before World War 11but it had only two in 1979, plus a
photographer. The United Press International, on the other hand, has strengthened
its legislative coverage in the last decade and
in 1979 provided two reporters and a
photographer for its General Assembly
reporting. During the period between
legislative sessions, each wire service usually
has stationed one reporter at the capitol.
UntiI the UPI added the photographer in
1974 and the AP, in 1978, only the Richmond newspapers provided photographic
coverage of the session's proceedings.
NEWS PRIORITIES

As the preceding discussion indicates, the
capitol press corps has experienced considerable change in its size and makeup. While
this change has been most evident in the
realm of television, the newspaper, radio,
and wire service contingents also have
strengthened their presence. The increase in
news personnel covering the state capitol has
occurred primarily in connection with the
General Assembly sessions, and therefore it
occurs mainly for only a six-to-eight week
period each year. The news media's stress on
legislative session coverage is by no means
peculiar to Virginia. "That is the practice in
every state that I am famIliar with, especially
for the newspaper located in the state
capital," remarked J. Stewart Bryan III,
publisher of the Richmond Times-Dispatch
and the Richmond News Leader. 3 In
stressing the importance of the General
Assembly sessions, John E. Leard, executive
editor of the Richmond Newspapers, characterized the session as the period "when it all
comes together" in state government.
3
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But the sessions also occur in a way that
facilitates press coverage, as Frank Caperton, executive editor of Norfolk's newspapers the Virginian-Pilot and the Ledger-Star,
observed. The legislative process is largely
open, with nearly all of the important state
actors or their representatives on the scene
and readily accessible. Executive branch
deliberations, such as the pre-session budget
decisions that are made largely in the
executive realm, might be more important;
but the decision-making process there is
much more closed and difficult for reporters
to penetrate, observed Joseph Gatins, a
Richmond Times-Dispatch reporter.
When the General Assembly is in session,
there is no shortage of scheduled events.
Daily sessions of the two houses and
meetings of legislative committees and
subcommittees ensure news personnel a
continual supply of news possibilities, "a
starting point." The rest of the year, "you
have to be more creative," said Sheila Kast, a
Washington Star reporter. The unfolding
events provide plenty of story ingredients:
proposed bills, their supporters and opponents, conflicts and compromises at various
stages, and, finally, winners and losers. In
addition, background information on the
events is always readily available from a
variety of sources, such as the sponsors of
bills, lobbyists, executive branch officials,
and fellow members of the press.
The press also is concerned about the
marketability of its news product. "We
thought perhaps we were overcovering the
General Assembly session," said Leard, of
the Richmond Newspapers, "and we conducted a poll [April 1977], and readers
thought it [the amount of coverage provided] was the right amount." For the news
media, faced with the need to engage the
public's interest, the legislative sessions
present state government in its most entertaining format. The Richmond TimesDispatch has called the sessions "the biggest
show in town"; and the Washington Post, in
"An Insider's Lively Guide to the Best Show
in Town," observed that" ... it is only when
the capitol is full of legislators that this
'house that Jefferson built,' and the city
itself, comes alive."4 In contrast, the governor and the state agencies do not "produce
controversy" as the Assembly does, with
issues like abortion, bingo, and a local gas
tax on its agenda, observed a longtime
executive branch press aide and former
reporter. Then too, General Assembly
sessions provide plenty of opportunities fur
local interest stories, since every news
organization has its contingent of local
legislators to follow. Indeed, the local
perspective pervades state government coverage.
In short, if you are an editor, "you know
there's news there ... all packaged" in one
area, said John Daffron, director of the State
Corporation Commission's Office of Public
Information and a former AP state capitol
reporter. Since staffing the capitol on a yearround basis can be a costly undertaking for
an out-of-town news organization, the
General Assembly sessions represent an
attractive option for state government
4
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coverage. Basically, they are short-term
commitments that can be counted on to
produce a flow of news to justify the
investment.
While a full evaluation of the impact of the
news media's priorities on state coverage is
beyond the scope of this news letter, a few
observations can be made. Undoubtedly, the
General Assembly sessions are important
events that warrant a good deal of coverage.
Moreover, one cannot deny the attractiveness of the session format, which makes it
easier to provide interesting coverage in
economical fashion. Still, for much of the
year the capitol press corps, with the
exception of the representation from the
Richmond newspapers, is understrength.
This fact is troublesome given the growth in
the size and role of the executive and
regulatory realms of state government.
While the growth in the number of news
bureaus has improved the non-Richmond
media's ability to cover these areas, the
burea us are basically one-person operations,
stretched thin in covering the modern
Virginia state government. At best, the
bureaus can provide quality coverage only in
selected areas. The Richmond newspapers
alone have the strategic location, the
resources to commit, and the readership to
support extensive coverage.
CHANGING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
PRESS AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS

Changes in the size and composition of the
press corps have been accompanied by
changes in the relationship between reporters and state officials. The pre-1960 period
constituted a simpler era; government was
smaller and so too was the press corps. As
Carter Lowance, former reporter and
advisor and assistant to six governors, wrote
in 1960, around the time of World War II
and subsequent to it, reporters expected to
see the governor every day, unless other
affairs were very pressing on him. 5 Not
surpri'singly, relations between reporters and
officials then were much more direct and
informal than they are today. James Latimer
of the Richmond Times-Dispatch, who was
already one of the state capitol's leading
reporters during the pre-1960 period, recalled that it was "routine" and "expected"
that he would deal directly with governors
and department heads, not some press aide.
Even in the legislative realm, where press
relations have always been more informal,
Latimer noted that reporters, if they were
discreet, could move around the floors of the
two houses while they were in session,
something the increased size of the press
corps no longer permits.
The old pattern of relationships between
the press and state officials perhaps is best
illustrated by the Friday afternoon background sessions that governors once held
regularly for a select group of reporters. The
personalities of the group changed somewhat at different periods, but three figures
played prominent long-term roles: James
Latimer of the Richmond Times-Dispatch,
the late George Kelley of the Norfolk
Virginian-Pilot, and John Daffron, then of
the Associated Press. (The state capitol
careers of both Latimer and Daffron had
5

begun before World War II, while Kelley
had been covering state government regularly for at least a decade when he op~ned the
Virginian-Pilot's Richmond bureau In 1963.)
From those meetings with the governor
often would come the reporters' Sunday
articles or "think pieces," as Daffron called
them. To describe the working relationship
that prevailed among the participants,
Daffron noted that governors "never had to
say 'off-the-record' to any of us."
For reporters who gained "insider" status,
the system had many advantages, for it gave
them easy and almost total access and made
such reporters the preferred sources when
key governmental and political figures
wanted to release a news story. For the rest
of the capitol press corps, however, the
system had obvious drawbacks. Television
was most disadvantaged by the system. The
medium was in its infancy, and the television
reporters did not have the necessary training,
experience, contacts, and equipment to be
able to compete with the established newspaper and wire service reporters. As late as
the first Godwin administration (1966-1970),
these informal meetings with selected reporters were still a primary means that governors
used to deal with the press.
The old ways were destined to change,
however; and, like anything else about
Virginia government and politics, the transition occurred slowly. Or as participants
repeatedly stressed, things "gradually
evolved." As early as 1960, Carter Lowance
in his article on the governor of Virginia
observed that the advent of television had
"complicated the informal and enjoyable
press conferences of other days." Recent
governors, he added, were showing "a
greater reluctance ... to hold conferences as
frequently as in the past."6 Yet it was almost
another decade before television established
its state capitol presence and began to cover
routinely, if not year-round state government activity, at least the General Assembly
sessions and other events of special importance such as gubernatorial press conferences.
Press relations during Mills Godwin's two
terms as governor (1966-1970 and 19741978) mirrored the changes that were
occurring. For instance, the governor was
more receptive to television in his second
term than his first, a practice that reflected
the medium's increased statehouse stature.
Not only had the television corps grown in
number but also "the electronic media were a
lot more assertive in the second administration," said a source who served in the
governor's office during both Godwin
administrations. Whereas the Fridayafternoon sessions were a regular part of the first
Godwin administration, they were not in the
second. The larger, more competitive press
corps inhibited such practices, and also the
corps as a whole had become accustomed to
greater access during Governor Linwood
Holton's term (1970-74). Staige Blackford,
who was Holton's press aide, recalls that the
Friday afternoon sessions were held "once or
twice," but by the end of the first year, "we
put a stop to the practice." Then, too, the
ranks of the senior print reporters had been
depleted. Daffron had moved to the State
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Corporation Commission in 1972 to establish the commission's first public information office, and Kelley had died during the
summer of 1974.
The press corps that was at work in the
mid- to late 1970s was benefitting overall
from the trend toward more open government, and specifically from stronger freedom of information laws. It was also
evidencing a more critical and questioning
approach. The use of this new style by the
Richmond Times-Dispatch and Norfolk's
Ledger-Star and Virginan-Pilot, while by no
means restricted to them, best illustrates the
change.
The Richmond Times-Dispatch had not
been known for hard-hitting state coverage.
Thus, when Joseph Gatins started covering
the governor's office in a more critical
fashion, it not only produced some controversial stories but also caught the attention
of press watchers. Within two years of his
arrival on the state capitol scene, Margie
Fisher of the Roanoke Times & World News
wrote, "There has been unprecedented
scrutiny of the governor's office and state
government since Gatins . . . arrived in
Richmond.... "7 For example, it was Gatins
in the summer of 1978 who did the stories on
Governor Dalton's elaborate out-of-state
travel arrangements at the time the new
governor was calling for belt-tightening in
government and specifically was cutting
back on state employees' travel. An even
greater impact probably was made by TimesDispatch reporter Charles Cox, the paper's
veteran education correspondent. Cox, in
May of 1979, disclosed findings of secret
audit reports documenting enrollment padding and management problems in the state's
community college system. The ensuing
furor, fueled by follow-up reports by Cox,
led to the ouster of Dr. Dana Hamel,
chancellor of the system, and to a reorganization of the system.
But the Norfolk Ledger-Star and
Virgin ian- Pilot added to state capitol coverage the distinctive dimension-major investigative efforts. In recent years, the news
7
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CONCLUSION

Just as the role of state government has
grown, so too has the role of the Virginia
news media. The capitol press corps overall
has become better able and more willing to
fulfill its responsibilities to the public as
informant and watchdog. However, the
benefits of this are distributed unevenly
across the state; the citizens in northern
Virginia, for instance, are at a disadvantage
because of the low priority the Washington
media place on the Virginia capitol.
This expanded role of the capitol press
corps also varies in terms of the focus of

coverage. While the corps has experienced
considerable growth, this growth has occurred primarily during the General Assembly sessions. For the remainder of the year,
the capitol press corps from most areas of the
state (the notable exception being the
Richmond area) is understrength.
Newspapers are the only medium that
regularly can provide breadth and depth in
state government coverage, and in Virginia's case only the Richmond newspapers are
in a position to provide such coverage on a
year-round basis. "As a result, besides
serving a mass readership, the Richmond
newspapers-and particularly the Richmond Times-Dispatch-play a special
informant role for the governmental and
nongovernmental elite who comprise the
state capitol community. However, as some
of the non-Richmond newspapers have
demonstrated in recent years, the other
members of the capitol press corps can
provide quality coverage in selected areas
and a competitive spur to the Richmond
newspapers. Indeed, those news organizations, particularly the Norfolk papers, have
taken the lead in providing investigativeoriented coverage.
The growth of the capitol press corps has
been most evident in the case of television,
and the youngest medium's growth has
caused some of the biggest changes in state
government news practices. For instance,
television's emergence helped challenge the
old working arrangements between the press
and key state officials whereby a small group
of senior print reporters dominated state
capitol coverage. At the same time, television, more than the print media, focuses its
coverage on the legislative sessions and
provides disparities in its coverage to
different parts of the state.
In conclusion, the capitol press corps, like
Virginia government and politics, has been
displaying a "changing face." And just as in
the political realm, some of the old line
figures and practices have departed from the
scene, while others are still alive and well,
adjusting to the increased competition.
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operations of both papers have been reorganized and new leadership installed, committed to revitalizing the papers with, among
other approaches, investigative journalism.
As Frank Caperton, the new executive
editor, viewed the state scene, "Virginia was
not only a conservative state politically, but
also journalistically." It lacked a tradition of
"hard-nosed reporting." David Chandler,
reporter for the Norfolk Ledger-Star, has
published two investigative series that have
received considerable attention. His first
series, commencing in the fall of 1978,
focused on corruption in the Department of
Purchases and Supply; his second, published
late in the summer of 1980, addressed
shortcomings in the Dalton administration's
cash management policies and procedures.
While the Ledger-Star took the lead, The
Virginian-Pilot, the stronger of the two
papers and the one with a tradition of
covering state government, soon followed
with its own series on conflict of interest
problems in the General Assembly, published on the eve of the 1980 session. The
articles, written by the team of Margaret
Edds, Paul Bernstein, Shirley Bolinaga, and
Don Hunt, also pursued the issue with
follow-up accounts. The efforts of the
Norfolk papers signified a more competitive
state news situation. Not only were state
officials feeling more critical pressure from
the press, but also the Richmond newspapers, as the major capitol press organizations,
were experiencing increased competition.
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